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Copyright Questions in Computer Games and the New Models of Distribution
“The future of media is here – it’s just not evenly distributed.”
William Gibson1
Abstract
Gamers in Western Europe and in North America can afford to pay for original and brand
new computer games, but in Eastern Europe the end-users try to choose cheaper options, such
as buying used sofwares or download the games from torrent sites. Until the games, which
were being sold in video game stores, had not have affordable alternatives, the solution was
the file-sharing. From now on, due to the new digital distribution systems, there are
alternative ways which is a zero-sum game situation for both the end-users and the copyright
holders. This essay tries to demonstrate the development of the market of computer games. It
also introduces how the distribution chains have been changing since the first new
application, the Valve’s Steam was invented.
Introduction
The flourishing of the computing technologies in the XXth century generated the
development of softwares and further and ever generations of hardwares, because the smarter
and faster graphic engines demanded bigger computing capacity.
If we are talking about plaftorms, those are only hardwares. The essence of softwares is that
they entertain the owners. The most dynamically growing business branch 2 produce the
entertaining softwares. These softwares reach the end-users on a long distribution chain.
Due to the internet, this value chain changes permanently. The world wide web is the most
natural and, compared with the previous sales platforms, the most obvious space for
distributing digital products.
This phenomenon was recognized and understood by the management of Valve, 3 when they
invented the well-known Steam, which is a digital distribution platform. The Steam, the
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Origin of Electronic Arts and the Ubisoft Club of Ubisoft are the new generation of
distribution. They created a new, digital market, which will revolutionise the chain of sales
and by the 2020’s the consumer habits will be changed radically. This paper is going to
discuss, whether digital distribution systems will reduce illegal file-sharing and solve other
problems on the field of copyright law.
The legal status of computer games and the way to the digital distribution
It is a question, whether the computer games are works of fine arts or other protected
creations. It is doubtless, there are some creative elements, which could make us think,
computer games are protected by copyright law as artistic creations. These might be: audio
(musical compositions, sound recordings, voice, imported sound effects) or video elements
(photographic images, digitally captured moving images, animations, texts), and computer
code (source code and object code) [primary game engine or engines, ancillary code, plug-ins
comments].4
On the European level,5 the 2009/24/EC Software Directive6 defines computer programs in
Article 1 as follows:
“(…) Member States shall protect computer programs, by copyright, as literary works within
the meaning of the Berne Convention for the Protection of Literary and Artistic Works. For
the purposes of this Directive, the term ‘computer programs’ shall include their preparatory
design material.”
“Protection in accordance with this Directive shall apply to the expression in any form of a
computer program. Ideas and principles which underlie any element of a computer program,
including those which underlie its interfaces, are not protected by copyright under this
Directive.”
“Computer program shall be protected if it is original in the sense that it is the author's own
intellectual creation. No other criteria shall be applied to determine its eligibility for
protection.”
All this mean, even there are elements which could be protected as an individual and original
work, they are parts of the software, which is completely protected by the Hungarian and
European copyright regimes. Therefore it is not necessary to grant protection over the level
which already exists. Furthermore this approach is clearly supported by the InfoSoc
Directive.7 According to Article 1 (1) computer programs are protected under this regime,
which means there is no reason to treat differently the indicated parts of the video game from
the work as a whole.8 In the Nintendo Co Ltd v PC Boksz Srl case the European Court of
Justice confirmed this point of view as follows: “In so far as the parts of a videogame, in this
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case, the graphic and sound elements, are part of its originality, they are protected, together
with the entire work, by copyright in the context of the system established by Directive
2001/29.”9
Having full scale of protection does not mean there are no possibility to infringe copyright.
There are several forms of infringement. One of the illegal file-sharing activity, committed in
the digital space. Downloading contents from for example the Pirate Bay could infringe the
copyright of the rightholders by downloading, as it is considered to be reproduction, and if
someone is seeding the content, it is considered to be making available to the public. Both
rights belong to the group of economic rights of the rightholders. Doing it without permission
infringing copyright.
Second hand sales of used softwares generated debates between rightholders and users.
According to Article 4 Section (2) of the Infosoc Directive “The distribution right shall not be
exhausted within the Community in respect of the original or copies of the work, except where
the first sale or other transfer of ownership in the Community of that object is made by the
rightholder or with his consent.”10
This is the exhaustion of the right of distribution, which prevails in case of tangible copies.
This formula can not be applied in case of digital contents, as they are considered to be
services under the European copyright law. The Infosoc Directive expresses in (29) preamble:
“the question of exhaustion does not arise in the case of services and on-line services in
particular (…) every on-line service is in fact an act which should be subject to authorisation
where the copyright or related right so provides.”
At the same time, there is a famous decision of the European Court of Justice, the well-known
UsedSoft v. Oracle case.11 In its preliminary ruling the European Court of Justice said: “the
right of distribution of a copy of a computer program is exhausted if the copyright holder who
has authorised, even free of charge, the downloading of that copy from the internet onto a
data carrier has also conferred, in return for payment of a fee intended to enable him to
obtain a remuneration corresponding to the economic value of the copy of the work of which
he is the proprietor, a right to use that copy for an unlimited period.”12
All in all, there is a gap between the classical term of goods (works) and immaterial, digital
contents considered to be services. This legal debate leads us to the second hand market of
digital products and softwares, where we are looking for not only entertaining computer
games, but for answeres for the question, why are the users banned from buying second hand
softwares? As digital contents are not considered to be a tangible goods or works, they are
services, therefore it is impossible to gain traditional ownership over these products. Users
can only license them, which also means, that the user is only titled to used it.13
For the problem of file-sharing and the second hand market, digital distribution could be one
of the best solution. Underneath I am going to try to demonstrate how.
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„Off-the-shelf software solution”14
Before we would describe what are the off-the-shelf software solutions, we have to outline,
what is on the shelf.
One of the first video game of the world was the Spacewar of Steve Russel.15 The game was
running on the PDP1, which was a three-refrigerator-sized computer. It was the first computer
that was equiped with keyboard and screen. The Spacewar was an open-source software,
which was improved several times by its fans.16 Nolan Bushnell was one of them, so he put a
lot of efforts to improve it. The result was the Computer Space, which cost only 1000 Dollars,
but 1500 copies were sold.17 Nowadays several 3D video games exist. Among them there are
online role playing games, simulators and adventure games, real time strategies, action games,
first person shooters and third person shooters.18 As the personal computers consist of the
newest generations of hardwares, the biggest consols are also being refreshed in every five
year.19
In order to make sure, the software will reach the end-user and the price will be received by
the copyright holders, there has to be a data carrier and a marketing chain. In the seventies,
huge data carrying capacity was not necessary. In the age of magnetic storages, the most
widespread data carrier was the floppy.20
In 1985 CD-Rom alternated Floppy Disks. First generation of optical storage mediums were
followed by DVD-Rom in 1996. DVDs are widespread nowadays on PCs, on Playstation and
on Xbox. Besides DVDs Xboxes are also supporting Blu-ray discs, which have bigger storage
capacity.21 Although the size of the computer games has become bigger, there is no need for
new generation of storaging capacities. DVDs provide enough space for the products of video
game industry. On the other hand, Blu-ray was not able to gain a foothold on the PC Game’s
market.
Extending capacity and mass production of the discs will be rendered superfluous by the
digital distribution and the upcoming game-streaming technologies. Endless data can be
stored in the “cloud”, which makes possible to download only the given part of the game. The
only limit would be the internet bandwidth, but it evolves fast. If the streaming of copmuter
games becomes a reality, traditional distribution models will become meaningless. After this
transform the market of physical data carriers will be reduced and only the collector’s
editions, editor’s cuts will be sold on the traditional way.22
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The producers, the developers and the publishers had recognized the importance and
advantages of the Internet, so they developed new models of distribution. Currently digital
contents might be distributed through the Internet to the end-users, excluding the retailers and
other intermediaries from the chain of distribution.23 Between 2009 and 2011 the number of
video games, sold on physical data carrier, reduced from 80% to 69 percent due to the new
types of digital distribution.24
Digital distribution is not unprecedented. Music industry experts predicted in 2009, that the
market of digital contents will exceed the traditional whith physical data carriers. This
prediction came true due to iTunes, Spotify and other downloading and streaming services.25
In September 2016 the number of subscribers of Spotify reached 40 Million.26 In 2013 25
Billion songs were sold worldwide by iTunes.27
In the traditional chain of commerce end-users are being served by console and hardware
manufacturers, software developers, publishers and retailers. Platform producers are less
affected by these changes, as their devices will be always essential for the enjoyment of
games. The traditional chain builds on the wish of possession of the end-users, so the products
are wraped in fancy and exciting packages, with extra contents.
In case of softwares, the distribution chain starts with the publisher, which pays platform
royalty to the console and hadware producers. The software developers also receive a share
after the revenue. The retailer purchases the softwares from the publishers or the
intermediaries. The publisher receives a particular and predetermined percentage of the retail
price from the retailer, which can be even more than 80 percent, but in most of the cases this
amount is smaller. The end-users can buy the products from the retailers.28
A further problem is related to the limited storaging capacity of the end-users’ PC’s hardware.
After a hard drive is fulled, previous files have to be deleted, if the user would like to install a
new program. On the contrary endless data might be stored in the cloud. Not to mention the
fact, that the digital content providers and distributors operate server parks, where the
mulfunction is also possible.29 At the same time, it is fact, that if the user subscribed for an
online game, or purchased a game online, the content can be downloaded after uninstall again
and again.
Disadvantage of the traditional chain is, that the works published physically gains extra
expenditure, and the retailer shops can be visited only in opening hours, and the owners spend
a fortune on rental fee and wages of employees. Meanwhile the digital market is always open,
there is no reason to pay for the rent or the employee’s salary of the retailer. Production costs
are also lower due to the lack of packaging and physical data carriers. This argument is
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highlighted especially in the Eastern European countries, where the biggest blockbusters 30 are
rather expensive compared to the average income at the time of first release.31
Price of games can be fixed or player can pay periodically. Mixed ways when the gamers
purchase the sotware on a fixed price and later they subscribe online and pay monthly fee.
There are freemium contents, where restricted contents can be unlocked by paying a smaller
amount of money.32 Early access is also well known, which means the game is released when
it is still under development. This type of distribution helps the developers with the oppinions
of the gamers who are testing the beta version of the game.33
Virtual goods can be purchased not only for money but for virtual currency, moreover, in the
future paying with cryptocurrency will be common. At this point the econmies of virtuall
world will be in colleration with the real econmy. Virtual assets of Second Life, World of
Warcraft and other MMOs will change possessor not only for the virtual money of the give
game, but for real money. Later this income probably will be spent again on virtual goods. 34
Bitcoin is the most well know cryptocurrency, which is a virtual money with a virtual wallet.
Transactions are public, known before the whole Bitcoin community, on the other hand the
person of the sender and receiver is hidden behind a code. This is a significant difference
compared to the traditional way of money transfer, which guarantees anonymity by keeping
the datas regarding the transfer in secret.35 Nowadays we can pay with Bitcoin on several
specialized websites or we can change it to another cryptocurrencies or money of virtual
worlds. In these virtual “stock exchanges” exchange rate is determined by the demand, which
means there is no constant central bank behind Bitcoin, which could determine monetary
flows.36
Digital distribution probably will reshape the structure of the computer games. Complete
games are going to be sold in smaller packages, episode by episode, levels by levels for
smaller amount of money.37 This could reduce the market-price of the software, and also
attract end-users. At the same time there is a real risk that after the purchase of the first part of
the game, the following would be not purchased, because the gamer would not willing to
spend money on the next episode.
Further, and from copyright aspects one of the biggest advantages of digital distribution, is
that it is a quite attractive alternative to P2P file-sharing. Those, who downloaded protected
works from illegal sources so far, justifyed their acts by claiming, that using torrents is
cheaper and faster than purchasing the game. If there are better alternatives of cheapness and
fastness on affordable price, the original contents would be purchased by the end-users.38
The new models reshape not only the traditional distribution, but levels up the social gaming
experience. The end-users – who have already had the possibility to get into interaction with
30
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other players due to the multiplayer mods of several games – will become part of the
marketing chain. Due to the participator media gamers are becoming content providers
(modders), who create new levels, missions, characters, units, musics for the given program
(user generated content), which contents will be shared with other users in the social
networks.39
Steam, Origin, Ubisoft Club
The Valve’s Steam is a content platform and downloading service, offering digital rights
management and it is one of the most successful online distribution channel.40 It was launced
in 2002 in order to make available the pathces and mods created for their games to the endusers.41 This feature is one of its significant service yet. Valve is interested in the business of
entertaining softwares not only as developer, but as an actor on several parts of the
distribution chain. They are offering their own products, and many other softwares of other
developers and publishers.42 Beside digital goods, they are running an integrated billing and
paying system. The server park, which are protected by different security mechanisms, makes
Steam more attractive.43
In October 2013, Steam had 65 Million active users.44 In January 2014, 75 Million,45 in
November 2015 125 Million user joined to the community.46 These numbers illustrate well
the rapid development of Steam. Meanwhile around 4.500 games and more than 400 Million
user-generated contents were available. From the sales of other publisher’s games, the Valve
receives roughly 30 percent share. The company reached 1,5 Billion Dollars profit in 2014.47
Beside buying digital contents on Steam, we can also activate our packaged games bought in
a retailer shop.
Seeing the success of Steam, the Electronic Arts, one of the leading developer and gamepublisher of the world, launched the Origin, its own digital distribution system and client
software in 2011.Origin is not unprecedented. In 2005 EA had already developed an online
downloading survice, which offered Battlefield 2: Special Forces for download.48 It makes
available the products of the company, such as FIFA, Battlefield, Star Wars Battlefront, the
Sims, Sim City, Need for Speed. amelyen főként saját készítésű és kiadású játékokat (FIFA,
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Battlefield, Star Wars Battlefront, Sims, Sim City, Need for Speed) kínál.49 Furthermore in
the repertoire there are games from Ubisoft and other developers.50
Ubisoft also launced its digital service with an electronic pay-system, the UPlay. In the online
webstore mainly Ubisoft-developed softwares are being offered – Assassain’s Creed, Watch
Dog, Rainbow Six, Tom Clancy’s Ghost Recon – but there are some other softwares from
different developers.51
Concluding remarks
Spreding digital trade of computer games is one of the most significant phenomenon of the
software industry. Softwares might become materialized goods if they copied on a data
carrier, but mainly they are intengible, digital goods. The most natural way of distribution for
such digital products is the internet. This phenomenon will reshape the purchase habits and
the whole chain of distribution. Retailers will be excluded, which is advantageous for the
copyright holders (developers and publishers). It also seems that end-users appreciate the
cheaper prices and the faster, easier shopping. On the other hand retailers try to put pressure
on publishers in order to determine the price of the digital products on the same level as the
boxed versions.52
On the other hand excluding the physical data carriers the distribution of used softwares
would increase, but with good quality digitally distributed products could tempt end-users to
abandon the illegal file-sharing sites for the sake of better quality and permanently provided
contents, patches.
Only with the digital distribution the problems of copyright in the digital age can not be
solved, but together with other solution the result are significant. For example in England, the
Pirate Bay had been blocked by several internet service providers simultaneously for a longer
period of time.53 Until the end of the sanction denying acces to the Pirate Bay was successful.
Users started to use legal sources, such as Netflix. Without that digital contant provider, the
users probably would have found another file-sharing site.
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